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Abstract— This paper addresses the problem of negotiation
in a complex organizational context. An integrative negotiation
mechanism is introduced, which enables agents to dynamically
select a negotiation attitude based on the degree of external
directedness. Experimental work explores the question of whether
it always improves the organization’s social welfare to have an
agent be completely externally-directed when negotiating and
making choices. Results show that there are situations in which
it is better for the organization if agents are partially externally-
directed in their negotiations with other agents rather than
completelyexternally-directed. The paper discusses the driving
factors behind this unexpected result.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

In Multi-Agent systems (MAS), agents negotiate over task
allocation, resource allocation and conflict resolution prob-
lems. Until now almost all related work on negotiation can
be categorized as falling into one of two general classes: ne-
gotiation in market-like systems and negotiation in distributed
problem solving systems. In market-like systems, agents are
self-interested and negotiate to maximize their own local utility
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]; in distributed problem solving
systems, agents negotiate to find a solution that increases their
joint utility [7], [8], [9]. This latter approach is based onthe
assumption that full cooperation, at the local agent level,will
lead to an overall increase in the social welfare of the system.
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Little work has been done to study negotiation between these
two extreme cases.

When an agent is negotiating with other agents over task
performance and/or resource consumption, it must explicitly
reason about thevalueof performing/not-performing the tasks
or allocating/not-allocating the resource. The way in which
the value is computed differs depending on how the agent
chooses to evaluate its negotiations with the other agents.We
label an agentcompletely self-directedif it does not take into
consideration how much utility the other agent can potentially
gain when the local agent makes a commitment to complete
the requested task as a result of negotiation. In other words,
the agent is completely driven by the values that it locally
attaches to task performance or resource consumption. In
contrast, an agent iscompletely externally-directedif it sees
the other agent’s gain as its own in a 1:1 fashion. Note that
these labels identifyhow value or utility is computed and do
not relate to the agent’s overall objectives. We distinguish the
notion of agents being self-interested or cooperative fromthe
notion of an agent being self-directed or externally-directed.
We call an agentself-interestedif its organizational goal is to
maximize only its local utility and an agent iscooperativeif it
is intent on maximizing the overall social utility. Whereas the
“direction” terminology defines how value is computed by the
agent, the self-interested/cooperative terminology specifies the
agent’s overall goal. With respect to negotiation, the degree of
an agent’s self-interestedness/cooperativeness defines its meta-
goal in terms of its overall relationship to the agent society,
while the degree of self-directness/externally-directness de-
fines the local mechanism used by an agent to help achieve
its meta-goal. For instance, if the agent is cooperative and
externally directed, it will work to maximize social welfare and
will base its computations, during negotiation, on the values
communicated to it by other agents. However, an agent who
is cooperative and self-directed will also work to maximize
social welfare, but based its own calculation/prediction of
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social welfare. It does not consider how much the other agent
would potentially gain as a result of a special commitment,
because the other agent’s potential gain is not thought by this
agent as a reliable factor that indicates of social welfare,this
agent rather leaves the information out of its consideration.

We feel that as the sophistication of multi-agent systems
increases, MAS will be neither simple market systems where
each agent is purely self-interested, seeking to maximize its
local utility, nor distributed problem solving systems where all
agents are completely cooperative working to maximize their
joint utility. This will occur for the following reasons. First,
agents from different separate organizational entities will come
together to dynamically form virtual organizations/teamsfor
solving specific problems that are relevant to each of their
organizational entities [10]. How these agents work in their
teams will often be dependent on the existence of both long-
term and short-term relationships that are based on the goals
of their underlying organizational entities. Secondly, even
for agents from organizations with meta-goals that indicate
self-interestedness, it might be beneficial for them to be
partially externally-directed when they are in the situations
where they will have repeated transactions with other agents
from other organizational entities. Additionally, even agents
working solely with agents of their own organizational entities
will take varying negotiation attitudes in the spectrum of
completely externally-directed to completely self-directed in
order for the organization to best achieve its overall goal.The
latter perspective is based on abounded-rationalargument:it
is not possible from a computational or communicational
perspective for an agent to be fully cooperative, because
the agent needs to take into account the current and expected
change in the utilities of all agents in the organization and
the state of achievement of all organizational goals to be
fully cooperative. Thus, it may be best for the organization
to have agents being partially externally-directed in their local
negotiation with other agents rather than being completely
externally-directed in order to deal more effectively withthe
uncertainty of not having a more informed view of the state
of the entire agent organization. We feel a similar argument
can be made for self-interested agents. It may not always
be advantageous for them to take the negotiation attitude of
completely self-directed. Rather, in some context, the more
external-directed attitude will lead to an increase in their own
local utility.

Note that this work pertains to deliberate agents situated in
an agent society where there are organizational relationships
among agents. The agents can make choices about with whom
to collaborate, how to negotiate, what to charge for services,
etc. Further, the negotiation attitude will be dependent onthe
relationships among the negotiating parties and the particular
negotiation issue, and the state of achievement of relevant
organizational goals. In the experimental work reported inthis
paper, we are also assuming that agents are not acting in a
hostile manner nor gaming the situation based on the meta-
level information transferred among agents. However, we feel
that by adding some additional mechanisms that allow an agent
to adjust the character of the meta-level information that is
exchanged, hostile/gaming agents can be handled within the

basic framework laid out in this paper.
Let’s consider the supply chain example in Figure 1. There

are different organizational relationships among agents.For
instance, there is an agent (agentIBM 2) who produces hard
drives, belonging to the IBM Company. It provides hard drives
for three different agents, with the following organizational
relationships to it:

1) Agent IBM 2 provides hard drives for the other agent
(agentIBM 1), which also belongs to IBM but assem-
bles PCs.

2) Agent IBM 2 provides hard drives to an NEC agent
(agentNEC), and as the transactions between them
become more frequent and regular, they form a virtual
organization based on the recent transactions.

3) Agent IBM 2 occasionally provides hard drives for a
distributor center (agentDIS) based on a simple market-
like mechanism.

When agentIBM 2 negotiates with these three agents, it
should use different negotiation attitudes that reflects the
different relationships. For instance, when it negotiateswith
agentIBM 1, it may need to be more externally-directed than
it is towards the other two agents if its most important meta-
goal is to increase the utility of IBM. However, even for the
good of IBM’s benefit, it may not be the best choice for
agentIBM 2 always to be completely externally-directed to-
wards agentIBM 1. Sometimes it may bring IBM more profit
for agentIBM 2 to provide hard drives to agentDIS rather
than to agentIBM 1, if agentIBM 1 is not certain whether it
really needs the hard drive.

When agentIBM 2 negotiates with agentNEC, it may need
to be more externally-directed than it is towards agentDIS
given the virtual organization it has formed with agentNEC.
The appropriate level of local cooperation depends on how
important the utility increase of this virtual organization is to
agentIBM 2, how the goal to increase the utility of this virtual
organization relates to its other goals, and how certain the
information provided by agentDIS compares to the informa-
tion received from other sources. Also, as we noticed before,
the formation of this virtual organization is dynamic; it may
also disappear sometime later as the environment changes, so
agentIBM 2 should adapt its negotiation attitude dynamically
too.

From the above examples we find it necessary to have
a mechanism that supports agents choosing from among
many different negotiation attitudes in the spectrum from
completely self-directed to completely externally-directed, and
easily switching from one attitude to another. The choice ofne-
gotiation attitude should depend on the agent’s organizational
goals, the current environmental circumstance, which agent it
is negotiating with, and what issue is under negotiation. There
should also be no requirement of a centralized controller that
coordinates the agent’s behavior.

So far, there has been no such negotiation mechanism which
provides the above capabilities for agents (see related work in
Section VI). In this paper, we introduce an negotiation mech-
anism which enables agents to construct negotiation attitudes
in the spectrum from completely self-directed to completely
externally-directed in a uniform reasoning framework called
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Fig. 1. Supply chain example

the Motivational Quantities (MQ) framework [11]. The MQ
framework provides the agent with an appropriate utility model
for quantitatively reasoning about how specific task allocation
decision relates to satisfying its organizational goals. In the
remainder of the paper, the MQ framework is reviewed in
Section II. Section III describes the integrative negotiation
mechanism. Section IV uses examples to explain the ideas
more fully. Section V presents experimental results that ex-
plore how different negotiation attitudes affect the agent’s
performance and the social welfare of the overall system.
Section VI discusses related work and Section VII concludes
and identifies further work.

II. MQ FRAMEWORKS

TheMQ framework [11] is an agent control framework that
provides the agent with the ability to reason about which tasks
should be performed and when to perform them. The reasoning
is based on the agent’s organizational concerns. The basic
assumption is that agents are complex, with multiple goals
related to the multiple roles they play in the agent society.The
progress towards one goal cannot substitute for the progress
towards another goal. Motivational Quantities (MQs) are used
to represent the progress towards organizational goals quanti-
tatively. Each agent has a set ofMQs which it is interested in
and wants to accumulate. EachMQi in this set represents the
progress toward one of the agent’s organizational goals. Each
MQi is associated with a preference function (utility curve),
Ufi

, that describes the agent’s preference for a particular
quantity of theMQi. The agent’s overall utility is a function
of the different utilities associated with theMQs it tracks:
Uagent = γ(Ui, Uj , Uk, ..). The structure of functionγ
represents the agent’s preference and emphasis on different
organizational goals. TheMQ framework thus provides an
approach to compare the agent’s different motivational factors
through a multi-attribute function. Not all agents have thesame

MQ set. If two agents need to construct a commitment through
coordination or negotiation, and useMQ as an exchange
medium, they need to have at least oneMQ in common, or be
willing to form one dynamically. Different agents may have
different preferences for the sameMQ.

MQs are consumed and produced by performingMQ tasks.
The agent’s overall goal is to select tasks to perform in order
to maximize its local utility through collecting differentMQs.
This does not mean that the agent has to be “self-interested”;
it only means that the agent selects its actions to contribute to
its multiple organization goals. If “to help agentB” is one of
the goals of agentA, then agentA will act in a cooperative
manner with respect to agentB. If two or more agents have
a goal in common and hence have the sameMQ in common,
they act as a group or a team working collaboratively toward
this goal. MQ tasks are abstractions of the primitive actions
that an agent may perform. The agent compares and selects
tasks that are associated with different organizational goals.
EachMQ taskTi has the following characteristics:

• Earliest start time (est), esti. The performance ofTi

before this time does not generate valid results.
• Deadline,dli. The accomplishment ofTi after this time

does not generate valid results.
• MQ taskTi needs some process time to be accomplished,

denoted asdi.
• MQ task Ti produces certain quantities of one or more

MQs, denoted asMQPS (MQ production set). The
production of MQs reflects the progress made in ac-
complishing the organizational goal associated with this
specificMQ.

• MQ taskTi consumes certain quantities of one or more
types of MQs, denoted asMQCS (MQ consumption
set). The consumption ofMQs represents resources con-
sumed by performing this task, or favors owed to other
agents for subcontracting work.
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Fig. 2. Motivational Quantities and Utilities

The MQ scheduler schedules current potentialMQ tasks,
and produces a schedule of a set ofMQ tasks, specifying their
start times, and finish times. The scheduler takes the following
factors into consideration: theMQPS, MQCS, durationdi,
the earliest start timeesti and the deadlinedli of eachMQ

task, and the agent’s current accumulation ofMQs. Notice that
MQ is always being evaluated in the context of agent’s current
MQ accumulation state. For example, Figure 2 shows a single
utility curve for a singleMQi. The first one unitMQi brings
the agentQ1 units of utility Ui . After the agent has collected
2 units of MQi, the additional one unit ofMQi brings the
agent additional (Q3 − Q2) units of utility Ui. (Q3 − Q2) is
not necessarily equal toQ1, they are calculated based on the
utility curve associated withMQi.

The MQ framework provides the comparison of tasks
that need to be performed for different reasons: for different
organizational goals, for other agents to gain some financial
benefit or favors in return, for cooperation with other agents,
etc. It also supports different utility functions that relate
the execution of tasks to the importance of organizational
goals. TheMQ framework is related to the work on joint
intentions [12] and joint goals [13]. In this work, the agent
reasons logically about the existence of joint goals (basedon
information exchanged and its local knowledge database) and
then decides which activities to perform and how it should
interact with the other agents under joint goals. However, this
work differs from theMQ framework in the following way.
The joint goal work does not address how the agent chooses
from multiple candidate goals, or how the agent decides which
activities to perform at a given time. Instead, it focuses on
finding the existence of the joint goals. In contrast, theMQ

work focuses on deciding which goals (or tasks) to perform,
when to perform them and how to perform them from a
quantitative perspective rather than from a logical one.

In summary, the motivational qualities (MQ) framework
provides an agent with the capability to reason about different
goals in an open, dynamic and large-scale MAS, hence the
agent can evaluate a negotiation issue from an organizational
perspective.

III. I NTEGRATIVE NEGOTIATION

In a complex agent society, an agent will need to work
with other agents from a variety of different organizational
positions. For example, an agent from its own group, an agent

Degree of Concern for Other’s Outcomes

Avoidant Accommodative

Degree of Concern

for Own Outcomes externallyself−directed

mixing

directed

completely completely

directed

Fig. 3. The dual concern model

who has a higher position and thus more authority, an agent
from a cooperative company, or an agent from a competing
company and so forth. The agent’s attitude toward negotiation
is not just simply either self-directed or externally-directed,
the agent needs to qualitatively reason about each negotiation
session, and so it can choose an appropriate negotiation
attitude.

Figure 3 describes this dual concern model. When the agent
only attaches importance to its own outcome, its attitude
toward negotiation is completely self-directed; when an agent
attaches the same degree of importance to its own outcome
as it does to the outcomes of the other agent, its attitude is
completely externally-directed; when the agent attaches more
importance to the outcomes of other agents and no importance
to its own outcome, its attitude is accommodative; if the
agent attaches no importance to any outcomes, its attitude is
avoidant (the negotiation is not worth its time and effort).From
this model, we find that there are potentially many options
between the two extremes of completely self-directed and
completely externally-directed. These other options depend on
the importance the agent attaches to the increase of its own
utility relative to the importance it attaches to the increase of
the other agents’ utility.

Let’s use task allocation as an example of negotiation where
for each taskt that agent A wants agent B to complete, certain
MQs are transferred from agent A to agent B if agent B
agrees to complete the task. The conceptual model here is
that agent B is motivated by the potential increase in its MQs
to perform tasks for agent A (note that this does not convert
the MQs to currency as not all agents may be interested in said
MQs). We will start with a simple, abstract example. In this
model, when agent B commits to accomplishing taskt, based
on a contract that is mutually agreed upon by the two agents
(formed either dynamically or pre-defined), it is then obligated
to perform the task, otherwise it may incur a penalty. When
B successfully accomplishest, the agreed upon amount of the
MQ will be transferred from agent A to agent B. Note that
agent B must actually decide whether or not it is interested in
performingt. This evaluation is done via the MQ framework
and the associated MQ scheduler. The evaluation uses agent
B’s preference for the MQ in question to determine the relative
value of performing t for agent A compared to other candidate
tasks agent B may have. This evaluation process, in turn,
determines agent B’s attitude toward the negotiation of task
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t.

In terms of specifics, there are two types of MQs that
could be transferred with the successful accomplishment of
task t: goal related MQ and relational MQ. These classes
are conceptual and used to clearly differentiate motivations
for task performance from attitudes toward negotiation issues
– in reality, they are both simply MQs.Goal related MQs
are associated with an agent’s organizational goals, generally
increases in MQ volume, and hence have positive benefits to
the agent’s utility. Note that the agent’s designer determines
which kinds of MQs the agent tracks (and is interested in),
defines the agent’s preference for each via the utility functions
discussed earlier, and determines how these relate to the
agent’s organizational goals. When dealing withgoal related
MQs, the agent collects MQs for its own utility increase. In this
sense, agent B’s performance of taskt is motivated by “self-
interested” reasons if payment is via agoal related MQ. For
example, taskt has 3 units ofMQx transferred with it, and for
agent B, the utility curve ofMQx is: u(x) = 2x, that means, the
utility of agent B will increase by 6 units by collecting 3 units
of MQx through performing taskt. Agent B decides whether
to accept taskt by reasoning about its value relative to the cost
of the resources it will expend in the performance oft and the
opportunities it will forgo by taking this taskt. In this case, as
the task doesn’t consume any MQs, the resource expenditure
is time or in terms of opportunity cost. Because this reasoning
process pertains togoal related MQs, it is “self-directed” for
the agent’s only concerns is its own utility increase.

Consider a modified case. Suppose that by having taskt
accomplished by agent B, agent A’s own utility increases by
20 units. If agent B takes this fact into consideration when
it makes its decision about taskt, agent B is externally-
directed with agent A because agent B is also concerned
about agent A’s outcome (in addition to its own). If we want
agent B to consider A’s utility, we need to introduce another
MQ designed to model B’s (revised) preference for A to
have a utility increase also. To reflect the B’s attitude toward
A’s outcome, we introduce arelational MQ, the preference
for which represents how externally-directed agent B is with
agent A concerning taskt. Let MQba/t be the relational MQ
transferred from agent A to agent B when agent B performs
task t for agent A. SinceMQba/t is a relational MQ, its
only purpose is to measure the attitude of agent B towards
agent A concerning taskt. the utility of agent B toward
problem solving, we will not consider the utility produced
by any relational MQs such asMQba/t. Likewise with agent
A. When agent A transfersMQba/t to agent B, we will not
tabulate the negative change in utility of agent A because the
change in utility is not related to problem solving progress
but is instead related to the transfer of a relational MQ. The
reason for this approach is that in this paper our performance
metric is social welfare as it is conventionally used, whichis
in terms of progress toward joint goals. From this view, the
utility produced by a relational MQ can be seen asvirtual
utility. ThoughMQba/t produces virtual utility, is important
because it carries the information of how important taskt is
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Fig. 4. different mapping functions ofMQba/t

for agent A1 and makes it possible for agent to consider agent
A’s outcome when it makes its own decisions. Actually, how
MQba/t is mapped into agent B’s (virtual) utility, meaning
utility that is not included in the social welfare computation2

depends on how externally-directed agent B is with agent A.
Suppose that 20 unitsMQba/t are transferred with taskt,

representing the utility agent A gained by having agent B
perform taskt, Figure 4 shows four different functions for
mappingMQba/t to agent B’s virtual utility.

Function a, b and c are linear functions:Ua(MQba/t) =
k ∗ MQba/t.

If k = 1 (a), Ub(MQba/t) = MQba/t = Ua(t) (Ua(t)
denotes the utility agent A gained by transferring t), then agent
B is completely externally-directed to agent A;

If k > 1 (b), Ub(MQba/t) > MQba/t = Ua(t), then agent
B is accommodative to agent A3;

If k < 1 (c), Ub(MQba/t) < MQba/t = Ua(t), then agent
B is partially externally-directed with agent A;

If k = 0, Ub(MQba/t) = 0, then agent B is completely self-
directed with respect to agent A. In this case, if agent A wants
agent B to do taskt, it needs to transfer another kind of MQ
(the goal related MQ) to agent B, agent B and agent A can
negotiate about what type ofgoal related MQto transfer and
how much of it should be transferred, regarding how and when
agent B could accomplish taskt. In the following examples and
the experimental work, we assume that the type and amount
of the transferredgoal related MQs are fixed and agents do
not negotiate about them, so we can focus on demonstrating
how therelational MQ works.

1It is assumed that agents are honest and don’t lie about the importance of
taskt. We recognize that this assumption may not hold in all applications. It is
worth noting, however, that it is actually difficult to lie effectively in the MQ
framework because the agents do not necessarily know each other’s mapping
function for relational MQs. Consider Figure 4. If agent A isinteracting with
agent B and agent A does not know which mapping function (a, b, c, d) that
agent B is using, it will be difficult for agent A to know the impact that its
local choices will have on agent B’s response.

2In remainder of the paper, we may omit the word “virtual” before utility,
but we know that thisrelational MQ.only maps into virtual utility that is not
real utility. In the experimental work, neither the agent’s utility nor the social
welfare includes the virtual utility fromrelational MQ.

3This function can be used to represent authority relationship between
agents. When k is set to a very large number, agent A actually hasauthority
over agent B - the task from agent A has high priority in agent B’s agenda.
Another way to express the authority relationship inMQ framework is to
use thegoal related MQ. A similar preference utility function like this one
associated with agoal related MQcan represent the authority. However, the
difference is that there is no “real” utility transferred between agents in the
first approach.
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The mapping function could also be a nonlinear function
(d) that describes a more complicated attitude of agent B to
agent A, i.e., agent B being completely externally-directed
with agent A until certain organizational goal is met indicated
by the level of MQ, and then becoming self-directed. An
agent can adjust the utility mapping function to reflect its
relationship with another agent, which could be its administra-
tor, colleague, friend, client or competitor. By adjustingsome
parameters in the mapping function, more subtle relationships
could be managed. The agent could differentiate a friendly
colleague from an unfriendly colleague, also it could draw
distinctions between a best friend and an ordinary friend. The
structure of the function reflects that for how long and to what
extent the agent would like to be externally-directed.

Different from thegoal related MQs, which are built by the
agent’s designer and whose utility curves are not changing,
the utility curves of therelational MQs can be adjusted by
the agent dynamically to reflect its dynamic relationships
with other agents. Additionally, the agent’s attitude towards
another agent could be “issue-specific”; given an agent could
play multiple roles, there could be different issues negotiated
between agents, and the agents should select different attitude
according to what issue is negotiated. For example, for the
colleague’s request to contribute to a shared professionaljob
and for the same colleague’s request for a ride, even though
both requests come from the same agent, the agent’s attitude
could be different.

By introducing this agent-oriented, issue-specificrelational
MQ into negotiation, the agent’s attitude toward another agent
concerning a specific issue can be represented as the utility
curve associated with therelational MQ. This mechanism is
called anintegrative negotiationmechanism, which supports
the agent’s choosing a negotiation attitude of any type from
completely self-directed to completely externally-directed. The
agent’s attitude towards a negotiation issue is affected bythe
utility mapping function of the transferred MQ with this issue.
In the MQ framework, the MQ scheduler enables the agent to
optimize its schedule and maximize its local utility. While the
framework directly supports the concept of relationalMQs
and being motivated to cooperate on that basis, the use of
MQ transference in this paper extends the MQ framework
to interconnect the local scheduling problems of two or more
agents in a dynamic fashion (based on the current context).
Prior to this work, no meaningful work had been done inMQ

transference or the implications of it.
How can an agent choose its attitude toward other agents

in such a complex organization context? We are not planning
to present a solution to this question in this paper, but we
feel that the agent should dynamically adjust its attitude by
analyzing the other party, the issue in negotiation and its
current problem-solving status. In Section IV, we show thatfor
a simple scenario the optimal attitude can be formally specified
and for that scenario we can learn through local observation
what are the best attitude. The following information should be
considered in this decision making process: “Who is the other
agent?” “How is its organizational goals related to mine?”
“What is its objective?” “What is its relationship to me?”
and so forth. Some of this information can be learned from

experience [14]. In [15], we presented a formalized analytical
model and showed that the best negotiation attitude can be
driven through the calculation based on this model and the
available information of the environmental context.

IV. T HE SCENARIO

In this section, we introduce a simple example of an agent
society and show how the integrative negotiation mechanism
works using the MQ framework. There are three agents in this
society as shown in Figure 5.

1) The Computer-Producer Agent (c): receives Pur-
chaseComputertasks from an outside agent (which is
not considered in this example). Figure 5 shows that to
accomplish aPurchaseComputertask, the Computer-
Producer Agent needs to generate an external request for
hardware (Get Hardware task), and also needs to ship
the computer (Deliver Computer) through a transport
agent.

2) The Hardware-Producer Agent (h): receives
Get Hardware tasks from the Computer-Producer
Agent, it also receivesPurchaseParts tasks from an
outside agent.

3) The Transport Agent (t): receives Deliver Computer
tasks from the Computer-Producer Agent, it also re-
ceivesDeliver Product tasks from an outside agent.

In this example, every agent collects the same type of
goal related MQ: MQ$. The utility curve for MQ$ is:
utility(x) = x and every agent uses this same function. Each
task that the agent receives includes following information:

• Its earliest start time (est), the performance of the task
before this time does not generate valid results.

• Its deadline (dl): the latest finish time for the task.
• Its reward (r): if the task is finished by the deadline, the

agent will get reward r (which is r units ofMQ$).
• The early finish reward rate (e): if the agent can finish

the task by time ft as it promised in the contract, it
will receive an additional early finish reward. The reward
sum is adjustable so that if the agent finishes even
sooner, additional rewards are given. The relationship
is expressed mathematically as: max(e*r*(dl-ft),r). The
maximum additional reward is r so that the total reward
possible for task performance, including both basic re-
ward and additional reward, is 2*r.

As Figure 6 shows, the Hardware-Producer Agent receives
PurchaseParts task from an outside agent with x units of
MQ$, where x is a random number varying from 2 to 10. The
Computer-Producer Agent has long-term contract relationship
with the Hardware-Producer Agent and the Transport Agent:
its Get Hardware task always goes to the Hardware-Producer
Agent with a fixed reward of 3 units ofMQ$, and itsDe-
liver Computertask always goes to the Transport Agent with
a fixed reward of 3 units ofMQ$. EveryPurchaseComputer
task comes to the Computer-Producer Agent with a reward of
20 units ofMQ$ if it is finished by its deadline (the reward
can be higher if the task is finished earlier, see the following
example). The Computer-Producer Agent would have its local
utility increased by 14 units after paying the reward to the
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Hardware-Producer Agent and the Transport Agent). Assume
the tasksGet HardwareandDeliver Computerhave the same
importance, the accomplishment of each task would result in7
units utility increase for the Computer-Producer Agent. This
information is reflect by the 7 units ofMQhc/t transferred
with task Get Hardware and 7 units ofMQtc/t transferred
with task Deliver Computer. MQhc/t

4 is a relational MQ
introduced to reflect the relationship of the Hardware-Producer
Agent with the Computer-Producer Agent concerning taskt.
The transferredMQhc/t with the task represents the utility
increase of the Computer-Producer Agent by having this
task accomplished. How it is mapped into the Hardware-
Producer Agent’s virtual utility depends on the Hardware-
Producer Agent’s attitude towards the utility increase of the
Computer-Producer Agent regarding taskGet Hardware. If
the PurchaseComputertask could be finished earlier than its
deadline, the Computer-Producer Agent could get more than
20 units reward. The extra utility increase could be estimated
and reflected by more than 7 units transferredMQhc/t or
MQtc/t to the other two agents. Suppose the Computer-
Producer Agent receives the following task:

• Task name: PurchaseComputerA
• Earliest-start-time: 10
• Deadline: 70
• Reward: 20 unitsMQ$

• Early finish reward rate: e=0.01

Through the reasoning of the MQ scheduler, the Computer-
Producer Agent decides to accept it and finish it by time

4Similarly, MQtc/t is a relational MQ that reflects the relationship of
the Transport Agent with the Computer-Producer Agent concerning task t.
Detailed discussion about it is omitted here.

40 (it leaves 4 units slack time) to earn extra early reward
6 ((70− 40) ∗ 0.01 ∗ 20) unitsMQ$. Its local utility increases
by 20 (20+6-6, after paying the sub-contractor agents) units
after the accomplishment of this task. Hence the following two
task requests:Get HardwareA and Deliver ComputerA are
sent to the Hardware-Producer Agent and the Transport Agent
respectively:

task name Get HardwareA Deliver ComputerA
est 10 30

deadline 20 40
reward 3 unitsMQ$ 3 unitsMQ$

10 unitsMQhc/t 10 unitsMQtc/t

In this example, we look at three different attitudes, for how
the Hardware-Producer Agent negotiates with the Computer-
Producer Agent over the taskGet Hardware. The differ-
ent attitudes are specified in terms of a linear function:
Uha(MQhc/t) = k ∗ MQhc/t .

1) k=1, the Hardware-Producer Agent is completely
externally-directed.

2) k=0.5, the Hardware-Producer Agent is partially
externally-directed.

3) k=0, the Hardware-Producer Agent is completely self-
directed.

Now we can look at how these different attitudes affect
the negotiation process of the Hardware-Producer Agent.
Suppose there are two other tasksPurchaseParts A and
PurchaseParts B received by the Hardware-Producer Agent
besides taskGet HardwareA, this results in the three tasks
being sent to the MQ Scheduler (suppose the initial MQ set
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is empty):

task name est deadline process MQPS
time

Get HardwareA 10 20 10 [MQ$,3]
[MQhc/t , 10]

PurchasePartsA 10 30 10 [MQ$,4]
PurchasePartsB 10 20 10 [MQ$,9]

The decisions made by the agent depend on the attitude
taken:

• If the Hardware-Producer Agent is completely externally-
directed to the Computer-Producer Agent (k = 1), the
best MQ schedule produced is:
[10, 20] Get Hardware A [20, 30] Purchase Parts A
the Hardware-Producer Agent will have 7 units utility
increase after the accomplishment of this schedule.

• If the Hardware-Producer Agent is completely self-
directed to the Computer-Producer Agent (k = 0), the
best MQ schedule produced is:
[10, 20] Purchase Parts B [20, 30] Purchase Parts A

the Hardware-Producer Agent will have 13 units utility
increase after the accomplishment of this schedule.

• If the Hardware-Producer Agent is partially externally-
directed to the Computer-Producer Agent (k = 0.5),
the best MQ schedule produced is the same as above.
However, if the taskPurchaseParts B comes with 6 units
MQ$ instead of 9 units, then the best MQ schedule
produced is:
[10, 20] Get Hardware A [20, 30] Purchase Parts A
the Hardware-Producer Agent will have 7 units utility
increase after the accomplishment of this schedule. A
similar reasoning process also applies to the Transport
Agent.

The above example shows how an agent reacts in a negoti-
ation process depends on its attitude towards the other agent
regarding this issue, and also is affected by the other tasks
on its agenda. The more externally-directed an agent is, the
more it will sacrifice its own utility for the other agent’s util-
ity increase. This integrative negotiation mechanism enables
the agent to manage and reason about different negotiation
attitudes it could have with another agent regarding a certain
issue.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The example in Section IV shows that an agent needs
to sacrifice some of its own utility gain to be externally-
directed with another agent. One important question is: can
externally-directed agents improvesocial welfare? 5 Another
important question is: when should an agent be externally-
directed and how externally-directed it should be? To explore
these questions, the following experimental work6 was done

5Social welfare refers to the sum of the utilities of all the agent in the
society, i.e. the sum of the utilities of the three agents: the Computer-Producer
Agent, the Hardware-Producer Agent, and the Transport Agent. Social welfare
is collected in the experiments just for us to compare different policies. It is
never being used by individual agents in their local decision making processes,
because this information is not available for them at all. Forindividual agent,
the only available information besides its local informationis the relational
MQ from the other agent with whom it is negotiating.

6The experiments are performed in the MASS simulator environment[16],
and the agents were built using the JAF agent framework[17]

based on the scenario described in Section IV. The Hardware-
Producer Agent has a choice of three different attitudes toward
the Computer-Producer Agent: completely externally-directed
(C) (k=1.0), partially externally-directed (H) (k=0.5), and
completely self-directed (S) (k=0), the Transport Agent has
the same three choices, so there are 9 combinations: SS
(both agents are completely self-directed), SC (the Hardware-
Producer Agent is completely self-directed while the Transport
Agent is completely externally-directed), SH (the Hardware-
Producer Agent is completely self-directed while the Transport
Agent is partially externally-directed), HS, HC, HH, CS,
CH, CC. The data is generated by running 48 groups of
experiments; in each group the agents work on the same
incoming task set under the nine different situations. The tasks
in each set for each group experiment are randomly generated
with different rewards and deadlines within certain ranges.

Table I shows the comparison of each agent’s utility and the
social welfare under these different situations. The percentage
numbers are the normalized utility numbers based on the utility
gained when agent is completely self-directed. When both
the Hardware-Producer Agent and the Transport Agent are
completely externally-directed with respect to the Computer-
Producer Agent (CC), the society gains the most social wel-
fare. Even when both agents are only partially externally-
directed (HH), the social welfare is still very good. However,
when one agent is completely externally-directed and the other
agent is completely self-directed (CS, SC), the social welfare
does not improve much compared to the completely self-
directed (SS) case7. The reason for this lack of significant
improvement is that, in this example, to accomplish task
PurchaseComputerrequires that both the taskGet Hardware
and the taskDeliver Computerneeds are successfully com-
pleted. When one agent is completely externally-directed, it
sacrifices it own utility, but taskPurchaseComputer may
still fail because the other agent does not cooperate on the
subtask, thus the utility of the Computer-Producer Agent does
not increase as expected, and the global utility does not
improve. This happens when the completion of a task is spread
over more than two agents – thus the information from the
Computer-Producer Agent about its utility increase is onlyan
estimation because it depends not only on taskGet Hardware
for the Hardware-Producer Agent, but also relies on task
Deliver Computerfor the Transport Agent. In this situation,
if the Hardware-Producer Agent has no knowledge about the
attitude of the Transport Agent (and what other tasks it willbe
receiving including their worth and frequency), then it maynot
be a good idea to be completely externally-directed towards
the Computer-Producer Agent.

Table II shows the results of statistical significance (t-test)
testing about the social welfare under the different cooperative
situations. For example, the first line in Table II shows that
with the 0.01 Alpha-level, we can reject the hypothesisHo

that the difference between the social welfare when both agents
are completely externally-directed and the social welfarewhen

7Results from t-test have shown that the difference of the social welfare
between CC and SS, also between HH and SS, are statistically significant.
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Utility of Computer Percentage Utility of Hardware Percentage Utility of Percentage Social Percentage
Producer Agent Producer Agent Transport Agent Welfare

SS 218 1.000 575 1.000 856 1.000 1649 1.000
CC 842 4.08 415 0.72 766 0.90 2022 1.23
HH 587 2.84 493 0.86 806 0.94 1886 1.14
SC 301 1.41 587 1.02 798 0.93 1686 1.02
CS 469 2.24 364 0.63 839 0.98 1672 1.01
HS 390 1.87 467 0.81 845 0.99 1702 1.03
SH 292 1.36 585 1.02 815 0.95 1692 1.03
HC 632 3.06 500 0.87 772 0.90 1905 1.16
CH 761 3.68 405 0.70 802 0.94 1967 1.19

TABLE I

COMPARISON OFPERFORMANCE

Difference of Number to Compare Ho Ha Result Alpha p
Social Welfare

CC - SS 330 =330 > 330 Reject Ho 0.01 0.008
HH - SS 180 =180 >180 Reject Ho 0.01 0.0008
SC - SS 0 =0 >0 Fail to reject Ho 0.01 0.0179
CS - SS 0 =0 >0 Fail to reject Ho 0.01 0.0965

TABLE II

RESULTS FROMSTATISTICAL TESTS

Utility of Hardware Percentage Social Welfare Percentage
Producer Agent

Completely Self-Directed 583 1.0 1679 1
Completely Externally-Directed 395 0.68 1887 1.13

Partially Externally-Directed 487 0.83 1831 1.09

TABLE III

UTILITY OF HARDWARE-PRODUCERAGENT AND SOCIAL WELFARE

both agents are completely self-directed is equal to 3308,
compared to the hypothesisHa that the difference between
the social welfare when both agents are completely externally-
directed and the social welfare when both agents are com-
pletely self-directed is greater than 330.

Table III shows the expected utilities of the Hardware-
Producer Agent and the expected social welfare under the
three possible situations: when the Hardware-Producer Agent
is completely self-directed, completely externally-directed and
partially externally-directed. When the Hardware-Producer
Agent chooses one attitude, the Transport Agent may adopt
one of the three different attitudes. For example, when the
Hardware-Producer Agent chooses to be completely self-
directed, the global situation could be SS, SC, or SH. The
utility numbers in the table are the expected values of the
utilities under these three different situations. Table III tells us
that when a cooperative task involves more than two agents
and when the other agents’ attitudes are unknown, being
completely externally-directed means sacrificing its own utility
significantly and thus, at least in this scenario, is not a good
idea.

We recognized that the above conclusion might relate to
the parameters of the experiments. Table IV shows these
parameters. For example, the third row of the table shows that
the Hardware-Producer Agent receives twoPurchaseParts
task every 15 time clicks, the reward for eachPurchaseParts

8330 is 20% of social welfare under the SS situation (1649), and 180 is
11% of social welfare under the SS situation.

Agent Task Reward Frequency d
every 15

time clicks
c PurchaseComputer 20 1 16
h Get Hardware 3 1 7
h PurchaseParts [2,10] 2 6
t Deliver Computer 3 1 6
t Deliver Product [2,10] 2 7

TABLE IV

EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS

falls in the range of [2, 10], and the duration of the task is
6. Every PurchaseComputer task comes to the Computer-
Producer Agent with a reward of 20 units ofMQ$, if it
is finished by its deadline, the Computer-Producer Agent
would have its local utility increased by 14 units (With the
deduction of the 6 units ofMQ$ transferred to the Hardware-
Producer Agent and the Transport Agent). This information is
sent to the Hardware-Producer Agent (and also the Transport
Agent) by attaching 7 (14 divided by 2 agents) units of
relational MQ (MQhc/t for the Hardware-Producer Agent)
with the task-announcing proposal. This information is taken
into consideration by the MQ scheduler when the Hardware-
Producer Agent makes its decision on this proposal. However,
this information is not necessarily accurate because it is
based on the assumption that the taskProduceComputerwill
be finished on time. Whether this assumption is appropriate
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depends on whether the Hardware-Producer Agent and the
Transport Agent would accept the subcontracts and fulfill
them on time. The uncertainty associated with this information
comes from the uncertainty of the other contractor agent’s (the
Transport Agent) decision, where the other contractor agent’s
decision is based on the following issues:

1) The agent’s attitude toward the Computer-Producer
Agent (how externally-directed it is); the more
externally-directed it is, the more likely this subcontract
will be accepted.

2) The outside offers the agent receives: how good they are,
how frequent they are and how they affect the subcon-
tract task. If the outside offer is not higher compared to
the reward from the subcontract, or if they are not very
frequent, or if they do not conflict with the subcontract
task, the subcontract will be more likely to be accepted.

Because these issues are unknown by the Computer-
Producer Agent and the Hardware-Producer Agent, the uncer-
tainty associated with the information about the local utility
increase cannot be resolved. This is why we make the state-
ment at the beginning of this paper:it is not possible from a
computational or communicational perspective for an agentto
be fully cooperative, because the agent needs to have complete
global information to be fully cooperative.Thus, it may be best
for the organization to have agents being partially externally-
directed in their local negotiation with other agents rather than
being completely externally-directed in order to deal more
effectively with the uncertainty of not having a more informed
view of the state of the entire agent organization9. Generally,
an agent should put appropriate weight on external information
provided by other agents in an uncertain environment in order
to deal with distraction. When there is more uncertainty related
to the external information, an agent should be more self-
directed, and it should be more externally-directed if the
external information is more certain.

Additional experiments have been done using different
parameters. Table V shows the social welfare under different
conditions. When the rewards of outside offers fall into the
range of [11, 19], for the best social welfare, both agents
should be completely self-directed.

However, if there is no uncertainty or less uncertainty, it may
be the best for the agent to be completely externally-directed
or more externally-directed toward the group task in order to
increase the social welfare. This does not mean the agent has
to grant every subcontract of the group task, the decision also
depends on the outside offer. If the outside offer is significantly
better than the subcontract even with taking into consideration
of the contractee agent’s utility increase, and if the contractor
agent can only choose one between the subcontract of the
group task and the outsider offer, the contractor agent will
take the outside offer and drop the subcontract even if it

9This issue of distraction in a distributed interpretation system [18], [19]
is caused by anonymous evaluation of the validity of locally generated
hypothesis. The problem caused by subsequent integration into the reasoning
of another agent is very similar to the issues described in theexperiments.
The solution to this problem in a distributed interpretation system is to modify
local reasoning process to only partially explore the information received from
another agent. This approach is similar in character to the idea suggested in
this paper.

Reward from SS CC HH
outside offer

[2, 10] 1.0 1.23 1.14
[11, 19] 1.0 0.93 0.98

TABLE V

SOCIAL WELFARE USING DIFFERENTPARAMETERS

is completely externally-directed. And in fact, this choice
increases the social welfare.

Based on the above experimental results, we feel there are
at least two different ways for agents to choose the appropriate
level of cooperation. One approach is that the agent who has
more global view/knowledge can inform other agents about
how likely the estimated utility increase will be true, and the
other agents can adjust their cooperation levels based on the
reliability of this information. Another approach is that the
individual agent can learn from the past experience to adjust
the level of cooperation.

VI. RELATED WORK

Glass and Grosz [20] developed a measure of social con-
sciousness called “brownie points” (BP). The agent earns BP
each time it chooses not to default a group task and loses BP
when it does default for a better outside offer. The default
of a group task may cause the agent to receive group tasks
with less value in the future, hence reducing its long term
utility. The agent counts BP as part of it overall utility beside
the monetary utility. A parameterBPweight can be adjusted
to create agents with varying levels of social consciousness.
This relates to our utility mapping function associated with
the relational MQwhich can be adjusted to reflect the agent’s
different attitude in negotiation. However, therelational MQ
is agent-oriented and issue specific, so the agent can model
different attitudes towards each agent and negotiation issue.
Additionally, the mapping function can be a nonlinear function
and describe a more complicated attitude. Their work assumes
there is a central mechanism controlling the assignment of
group tasks according to agent’s rank (agent’s previous default
behavior), which is not always appropriated for an open
agent environment. Instead, in our assumption, agents are all
independent and there is no central control in the society.

Axelrod [21] has shown stable cooperative behavior can
arise when self-interested agents adopt a reciprocating attitude
toward each other. The agent cooperates with another agent
who has cooperated with it in previous interactions. The idea
of the reciprocity is related to our work if therelational
MQ is used bi-directionally between agents, agent A collect
some relational MQ from agent B and in the future the
accumulatedrelational MQ could be used to ask agent B
do some work for it, in this way, therelational MQ actually
works as a quantitative measure of reciprocity. Sen developed
a probabilistic reciprocity mechanism [14] in which the agent
K chooses to help agent J with certain probability p and p is
calculated based on the extra cost of this cooperation behavior
and how much effort it owes agent J because agent J has
helped it before. There are two parameters in the formula
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for calculating p which can be adjusted so that the agent
can choose a specific cooperation level. However, this work
assumes that cooperation always leads to aggregate gains for
the group, and it was based on a known cost function - that
is, they know how much extra it will cost them to do X for
another agent. Neither of these two assumptions are necessary
in our work. Also our work deals with more complex and
realistic domains where tasks have real-time constraints and
there are potentially complex interrelationships among tasks
distributed across different agents.

Our experimental work has shown that even in a cooperative
system it may not be the best for the social welfare to have
agents be completely externally-directed. Similar resultis also
shown in [22], which uses a distributed constraint satisfaction
model that is much different from the underlying model in this
work. Vidal [23] has also studied the teaming and selflessness
when using multi-agent search to solve task-oriented problems.
His study also shows the fact that neither absolute selfishness
nor absolute selflessness result in better allocations, andthe
fact that the formation of small teams usually leads to better
allocations. This work explores a similar issue as in our work,
however, it is in a relatively simplified domain and there
is no complex interaction among agents. Other related work
includes the cooperative negotiation work on task allocation
[24], where the agents use the marginal utility gain and
marginal utility cost to evaluate if it worth to accept a task
contract in order to increase the global utility. However inthis
work, the agent acts as in a “completely-cooperative” mode
and there is no choice on how cooperative it wants to be.

This paper is an extended version of [25]. Compared with
the conference paper, this extended paper has the following
improvements. In this paper, we introduce two new concepts
“self-directed” and “externally-directed”, which are different
from “self-interested” and “cooperative”. This paper provides
a more complete description of the MQ framework. This
paper also includes more experimental result. We performed
additional experiments using different parameters, the results
show that the best policy depends on the environmental context
such as the outside offer, so it is important to have agents to
dynamically choose the level of cooperation.

VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We introduce an integrative negotiation mechanism that
enables agents to interact over a spectrum of negotiation atti-
tudes from completely self-directed to completely externally-
directed in a uniform reasoning framework, namely the MQ
framework. The agent can not only choose to be self-directed
or externally-directed, but also can choose how externally-
directed it wants to be. This provides the agent with the
capability to dynamically adjust its negotiation attitudein a
complex agent society. Introducing this mechanism in the
agent framework also strengthens the capability of multi-
agent systems to model human societies. Multi-agent systems
are important tools for developing and analyzing models and
theories of interactivity in human societies. There are many
complicated organizational relationships in human society,
and every person plays a number of different roles and

is involved in different organizations. A multi-agent system
with this integrative negotiation mechanism is an ideal test-
bed to model human society and to study negotiation and
organization theories. Experimental work shows it may not be
a good idea to always be completely externally-directed in a
situation involving an unknown agent’s assistance; in thatcase,
choosing to be partially externally-directed may be appropriate
for both the individual agent and also for the society.

We recognize that the experimental results are scenario
specific and they do not answer the question about how
externally-directed an agent should be in a given situation.
In [15], we presented an analytical model of the environment
that enables the agent to predict the influence of its negotiation
attitude on its own performance and also on the social welfare,
hence to select the appropriate level of cooperation to balance
its own utility achievement and the social welfare. We plan to
develop learning techniques that enable an agent to learn from
its previous interactions with other agents about how to adjust
its negotiation attitude parameter.
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